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Level One 

You’ve done a good job of capturing the responsibilities and
you know you’ve got a great job to offer the right candidate, but no one has
knocked your socks off. 

Or maybe, you want to choose from an assortment of ideal candidates, but
your inbox is flooded with lavish resumes that lack substance or applicants
that fall short of meeting your criteria. 

If this is you, you need the Hiring Excellence Plan. 

After getting to know you, your company culture, and how the position fits into
your mission and vision, I'll create a plan to formulate job posting content for
your audience and refine your application process. 

Also included in your foundational hiring plan is the creation of your screening
and selection process. You'll even get scripting for offers and releases for
candidates.
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Level One 

Introductory call and initial intake (up to two hours)
A written Hiring Excellence Plan to include:

Job Posting Content
Ideal Audience Defined or Clarified
Application Process
Screening Process
Interview Questions
Selection Formula
Scripts (1 offer, 1 release, 1 non-qualified)
A thirty-minute follow up and clarification call to approve plan.

Here's exactly what Level One includes:

Here’s what it will cost:
$1500 - $2000
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Level Two 

You need help. Any help will do, as long as you cut your 12-hour days down to
10, right? 

Wrong! You need an assessment, because not just anybody will do. 

You're tempted  to hire anyone to do the things you need for them to do at any
given moment in time. You may have a basic idea of the tasks you want
someone else to do, but the most important thing right now is to just get
someone in the door.  

Without a clearer plan on the type of role you need, you may not be set up for
the best success.
 
You, my busy professional, need a role assessment before we build your
hiring plan. 

If this is you, then you need a Hiring Plan and a Role Assessment.

You’ve put your feelers out for “someone to help out,” but I will walk you
through a deeper analysis of how your new hire should return your investment
by reviewing your pain points, studying your metrics, refining your mission, and
evaluating your current roles.  
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Level Two 

Everything in Tier 1       
Current role review (up to four roles) to align with metrics, mission, and
vision        
Identify your own competencies for same alignment        
Review and account for passions, skills, desire, revenue generation and
other elements       
Voxer access (up to 30 minutes)        
1 additional 30 minute 1:1 Screen time         
Final Role Assessment Report with recommendation

Here's exactly what Level Two includes:
       

Here’s what it will cost:
$1,900 - $2,400
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Level Three 

Everything included in tiers one and two       
Advertising costs (up to agreed-upon amount)·        
Pre-screening of all candidates·        
Up to twelve zoom interviews ·        
Full report on top 3 candidates, matrix review of remaining·        
Recommendation, if desired·        
Up to 3, 30-minute zoom meetings·        
1 hour Voxer access per week

You don’t just need help putting a plan together to create that magical role and
attract the right candidate, you need someone to find the right candidate. 

You need someone else to handle the search and prescreening. Bottom line,
you want authority over the process content and the final decisions, but
everything else in between, is worth the investment for me to do.

If this is you, you need to go All In.

We’re going to build a relationship so you can let go of those reins and allow me
the privilege of contributing to such an important need in your business. I’ll
search high and low to bring you the top candidates for your final
selection.

Here’s exactly what it includes:     

Here’s what it will cost:
Minimum package starts at $6,000
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VIP 

Everything in Tiers 1-3·        
An assessment of expectations ·        
An onboarding plan that sets the new hire up to exceed expectations·        
A culture orientation for the new hire to your company·        
A weekly coaching check-in with the new hire in the first 6 weeks and every
other week afterwards until onboarding is complete.·        
Report or zoom meeting with onboarding progress

YOU are a Vitaly Important Person.

Not only do you need someone to take over the recruitment and pre-selection
process, you need follow through. You want someone to manage the
success factors of your new hire in their first 100 days. 

You are committed to enhancing the entire hiring experience for both you and
the candidate. From the posting to the onboarding, you want a proven,
polished system that will ensure your new hire understands the expectations
and is set up to exceed them from the moment they decide to apply.

And you want someone to manage it all for you. 

Here’s exactly what this includes:·        

Here’s what it will cost:
Packages begin at $10,000
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About Kass

Kass Fogle, Inc.

Kass is the CEO of Vim & Vigor Business Operations Consulting and podcast
host of The One Burning Question Microcast.  As a consultant she helps
small businesses build strategic plans that help increase revenue and
reduce stress. She also provides world-class hiring plans, along with
keynote speaking on a variety of business and leadership topics. Kass is
also an award-winning author of Midwestern Fiction.

At Vim & Vigor Business Operations Consulting, I want to help you
standardize your operations and provide strategic direction so you can
focus on the creative, technical and visionary side of your business. It only
costs 15-30 minutes of your time to see if my services are right for you.
Click here to schedule a call.                   Schedule a Call
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